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The Law Offices of Charny Karpousis 
Altieri & Donoian, P.A. Name New 
Partner – Rebecca A. Berger, Esq. 
Charny Karpousis Altieri & Donoian, P.A. is proud to announce senior associate 
Rebecca A. Berger, has been named partner with the firm effective January 
1, 2019. The former assistant prosecutor has been practicing law for thirteen 
years and exclusively represents clients in divorce, child custody, spousal and 
child support, property settlement agreements, prenuptial agreements, domestic 
violence and municipal court matters. 

READ MORE

Charny Karpousis Altieri 
& Donoian, P.A. Celebrates 
Two Year Anniversary
“Time flies” may be cliché, yet certainly true as Charny 
Karpousis Altieri & Donoian, P.A. turns two! To celebrate 
we want to thank our families, friends, clients and 
colleagues for your on-going support. We also could have 
not achieved this milestone without the dedication of our 
entire staff. Thank you to all. We look forward to many 
years to come.

READ MORE

Karen Rose Karpousis Volunteer Judge  
at 2019 Vincent J. Apruzzese High 
School Mock Trial Competition
On January 30th, partner Karen Rose Karpousis was proud to be one of several 
volunteer judges at the 2019 Vincent J. Apruzzese High School Mock Trial 
Competition, which was sponsored by the New Jersey State Bar Association 
Foundation. The program is designed to give participants first-hand experience 
on how trials are conducted and enhance each student’s reasoning and 
communication skills. As a Judge, Ms. Karpousis  provided thoughtful feedback to 
each high school student. She was honored to officiate this competition and serve 
as a mentor to its participants.

READ MORE
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Initially founded in 1999, the Law Offices of Charny Karpousis Altieri & Donoian, P.A. is a Southern New 
Jersey boutique family law firm with significant specialized experience. The firm provides assertive, efficient 
and effective representation in all aspects of divorce and family law matters. For more information, visit the 
firm’s website at CharnyLaw.com or call 856-574-4343.

Rebecca Berger

Rebecca A Berger  
Participates In Special 
Community Presentation 
Last month Rebecca A. Berger joined a panel of experts for 
a special community presentation to discuss the traumatic 
impact sexual assault has on its victims. Hosted  
by Jewish Family & Children’s Service of Southern New Jersey and supported by the leaders of 10 local 
synagogues, the event was one of education, empowerment and conversation about combating sexual assault. 
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